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"Pronounce But 'Love' and 'Dove"': 
Recognizing Literary Genres in 

Shakespeare's Plays 
by 

Gayle Gaskill 

"Speak but one rhyme and I am satisfied," Mercutio calls 
through the night to the silent, smitten Romeo: 
Cry but 'Ay me!', pronounce but 'love' and 'dove'; 
Speak to my gossip Venus one fair word, 
One nickname for her purblind son and heir. 

(2.1.9-12) 

As a well-trained young wit, Mercutio clearly recognizes the genre of 
conventional courtship verse well enough to jest about it. Romeo knows it 
better still, for he practices in earnest, while Juliet's frank, innocent skill in 
love poetry exceeds the rehearsed conceits of either young man. The sonnet, 
a fourteen-line wooing formula two centuries old when the star-crossed 
lovers pronounce it, shapes their first words to each other. It is a more 
eloquent form than the clumsy tetrameter couplets Rosalind receives from 
either her "love-shaken" wrestler or her love-sick shepherdess in As You Like 
It. 

When Shakespeare's plays depict love they incorporate nondramatic lyric 
genres into the drama. When they depict the reasoning process, they 
incorporate discursive genres, including not only orations, but also prov
erbs, essays, and philosophical commentaries. Finally, the plays include 
dramatic genres within themselves: masques and plays. With all of their 
recognizable artifice, these literary genres enhance the verisimilitude of the 
dramatic performance, whether they portray heightened feeling or reveal 
empty posturing. As teachers we can enlarge our students' appreciation for 
Shakespeare's skill in language and characterization by helping them 
discover these genres in the plays they study. Several familiar illustrations 
of literary genres appear in Romeo and Juliet, As You Like It, Julius Caesar, 
Hamlet, and The Tempest. 

1. Romantic verse genres 
To Shakespeare's great credit, the most hide-bound convention oflyric love 
poetry is the one he breaks most frequently: the conventional persona of a 
love poem is a man, he has all the verbal fun, and though he may beg his lady 
to say "yes," she actually says nothing. Shakespeare's lovers, wise or foolish, 

display an equality of the sexes in their poetic expression of feeling. 

a. The sonnet 

"If I profan~ wit!1 my unworthiest hand/ This holy shrine," 
Romeo_ begms, mtroducing his courtship with the cross-rhymed 
quatram of an English sonnet: 

the gentle pain is this: 
My lips, two blushing pilgrims, ready stand 
To smooth that rough touch with a tender kiss. 
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Jfliet's ~eply is equal to Romeo's in tenderness and superior to it in its choice 
o ~onceits (Stamm 8-9). She turns his cold metaphorical shrine to a human 
~att and conv~~s the awkward, blushing pilgrim lips into "holy palmers" 

e ore a more fimcky hearer can condemn Romeo's analogy: 

Go~d pilgrim, you do wrong your hand too much, 
Which mannerly devotion shows in this: 
For saints have hands that pilgrims' hands to touch 
And palm to palm is holy palmers' kiss. 

1:-1"ter this m?dest yet encouraging reply, the two lovers divide and share the 
fmal qua tram, the closing couplet, and the rewarding action. Romeo begins: 

. Hav: not saints lips, and holy palmers too? 
Juliet. Ay pilgrim, lips that they must use in prayer. 
Romeo. 0 then, dear saint, let lips do what hands do, 

. T~ey pray: grant thou lest faith tum to despair. 
Juliet. Samts do not move, though grant for prayers' sake. 
Romeo. Then move not, while my prayer's effect I take. 

(l.5.93-106) 

Two other sonne~s in the play are spoken by the Prologue with rave 
ceremony, but this sonnet is a duet, employing ceremonious lan uag e to 
fJ:hance spontaneous feeling. With their conventional saints and ;ilgjms 

e~e young lovers have not invented the religion of love but found it' 
rea ym.~de, t~ express, embellish, and even restrain their sudden excite~ 
~:~~- You kiss by th' book," Juliet notes (l.5.110). and the book is well 

b. The amorous couplet 

In As You Like It Orlando and Phebe, Rosalind's male and misguided female 
~vlersd, b,orrow their jingling amorous couplets from a less eloquent volume 

r an o s verses decorate the Forest of Arden: · 

From the east to western Inde 
No jewel is like Rosalind. 
Her worth being mounted on the wind 
Through all the world bears Rosalind. ' 
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Orlando's love at first sight is as true as Romeo's, but he lacks the education 
and the art to express it. A court fool's parody quickly transposes this "high
pitched sentiment ... into a lower key" (Rees 44-45): 

Sweetest nut hath sourest rind, 
Such a nut is Rosalind. 

Even the flattered object of admiration herself confesses it a "tedious homily 
of love" with more metrical "feet than the verses would bear" (3.2.86-89; 
108-09; 162). Freed from the court's restraints, Orlando invents these 
rhyming incantations to rouse his feeling in the absence of his beloved, little 
realizing that his verses rouse the lady's feelings as well. 

Orlando's female counterpart in verse is not Rosalind; she courts him in 
prose and in male disguise. Rather, it is Phebe, wistfully deceived by 
Rosalind's manly costume, whose bold couplets sound a sour echo of Juliet's 
gentle offer: 

Whiles you chid me, I did love; 
How then might your prayers move? 
He that brings this love to thee 
Little knows this love in me; 
And by him seal up thy mind, 
Whether that thy youth and kind 
Will the faithful offer take 
Ofme and all that I can make. (4.3.54-61) 

Orlando's clumsy verses are his homely, harmless expression and investi
gation of new feelings, but Phebe's are greedy and downright sinister. She 
makes her "faithful offer" not in her own person but by one "that brings this 
love to thee," her doggedly faithful lover, Silvius. Meaning to deceive her 
lover, she is herself deceived. Sincerity is the first principle of love poetry. 
Orlando's verses betray false rhymes but a true heart; Rosalind will teach 
him to court her with more wit. Phebe's rhymes are monotonously true, but 
they betray her falseness to Silvius and ironically persuade Rosalind to 
contrive a marriage between the two. 

2. Discursive genres 
Shakespeare's characters are famous for uttering their private philosophies 
aloud, and like famous arias, their more popular ruminations, such as 
Caesar's funeral orations and the seven ages of man, develop independent 
careers as memory exercises. We will be wise, however, to teach the contexts 
of these speeches as precisely as we teach their poetic merits, for in several 
discursive genres, the most telling quality they reveal about human reason 
is its consistent self-deception. 

a. The oration 
Men make successful orations to impress the public, not to explain their 
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private thoughts, as we see in the contrasting funeral eulogies in Julius 
Caesar. Brutus has not yet worked out his own complex yet compelling 
r~asons_ for ~8:esa-:·~ a~sas~!nation, when he confronts the anxious pleb
eians with his }~st1ficat10n: As Caesar loved me, I weep for him; as he was 
fortunate, I reJmce at it; as he was valiant, I honour him; but as he was 
ambitious'. I _slew ~im" (3.2.24-27). More intent upon balancing his phrases 
than _ProVIdm~ his a~gument, Brutus convinces only himself. Antony's 
promises_ and_ irony, hke ~he bleeding visual aid near his pulpit, are less 
complex m pnvate reasomng, more clear in public intention: 

'Tis good you know not that you are his heirs; 
For if you should. 0, what would come of it! 

~tony·~ p_rop~ecy, like Brutus confession, reveals its speaker's character 
m the d1stmctive ~se of the genre of public oratory. The effective speaker 
concen~ate~ on his hearers more than on his message, style, or conscience. 
The orat10n 1s no fit genre for private rumination. 

That pri_vate, reflectiv~ exploratory genre did exist in Shakespeare's time 
thoug~ it was somethmg of a novelty then. Montaigne had invented the 
essay m 1580, and though Floria's popular English translation of 1603 
appeared_late in Shakespeare's career, Montaigne was nevertheless avail
able to him ~rom at least 1595 (Jenkins 109). Hamlet's cogitations are 
essays, and _m The_Tempest the kindly old councilor Gonzalo presents a 
dream of an ideal commonwealth that comes "almost verbatim from Floria's 
translation of Montaignes's essay 'of the Caniballes,' which purports to 
defend the natural reasonableness of precivil life" (Walter 65). 

b. The proverb 

The ~ssay_is not f~r ~hakespeare's Brutus, not even in his private moments; 
desp1~e his conVIction that he is thinking and behaving rationally, he 
substitutes proverbs for reasons and so convinces himself with the more 
pers_uasive, less rational discursive genre. When Brutus first ponders 
Calln.~s call to oppose Caesar's greatness, for example, his speech is 
compiled almost exclusively of proverbs (Orkin 195-96). Brutus says: 

What you have said 
I will consider; what you have to say 
I will with patience hear, and find a time 
Both meet to hear and answer such high things. 

The old proverb reads, "There is a time to speak and a time to hold one's 
peace." Brutus continues: 

Till then, my noble friend, chew upon this: 

His second proverb is twice as old as the first: "To chew the cud upon a thing." 
Brutus does not invent, embroider, or pun upon his proverbs; he only states 
them, and they fill up the place of argument. He continues: 
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Brutus had rather be a villager 
Than to repute himself a son of Rome 
Under these hard conditions as this time 
Is like to lay upon us. ( 1.2.167-75) 

His third proverb dates back over half a century: "Better to be first in the 
village than second at Rome." Not only in this reply to Cassius but 
throughout the tragedy, traditionally proverbial phrases measure out 
Brutus thoughts. The persuasive power of proverbs is blind rather than 
rational: they convince by apt phrasing and familiarity. The politician who 
persuades others with proverbs interprets new information with comforting, 
readymade analogies. Brutus, however, persuades himself with proverbs: 
only thus can he ignore the harsh fact of human weakness and retain his 
comforting but unreasonable Stoic ideals. 

c. The personal essay 
Lacking the dignity of an oration or the antiquity of a proverb, the personal 
essay offers a leisurely, original, analytical, and free inquiry into life's 
curiosities. Hamlet's reliance on the essay form makes him a modern hero, 
curious and self-doubting. In The Tempest Gonzalo echoes not only the form 
but the substance of Montaigne's writing as he passes the heavy time after 
shipwreck by devising an innocent. if ineffectual vision of an ideal colony: 

All things in common Nature should produce 
Without sweat or endeavour: treason, felony, 
Sword, pile, gun, or need of any engine, 
Would I not have; but Nature should bring forth 
Of it own kind, all foison, all abundance, 
To feed my innocent people. 

I would with such perfection govern, sir, 
T'excel the Golden Age. (2.1.155-60; 163-64) 

In practice Gonzalo cannot govern even the quarrelling noblemen 
who mock him, but in an essay he can produce and control all 
manner of speculation . as Montaigne does in writing "Of the Caniballes"; 

There is ever perfect religion, perfect policie, 
perfect and compleat use of all things. They are 
even savage, as we call those fruits wilde, which 
nature of her selfe, and of her ordinarie progress 
hath produced: ... for me seemeth that what in 
those [primitive] nations we see by experience, 
doth not only exceed all the pictures wherewith 
licentious Poesie hath proudly imbellished the 
golden age .... The very words that import 
lying, falsehood, treason, dissimulations, 
covetousnes, envie, detraction, and pardon, were 
never heard of amongst them. (1: 221-22) 
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Montaigne is reporting, an~ Gonzalo is speculating: neither is attempting to 
persu~de others to adapt his proposal, much less struggling to govern. The 
essay 1s a perfect genre for this imaginative, academic inquiry. 

In Hamlet, the leisurely, speculative essay becomes more sinister as it draws 
out the suspense of delayed action. Like Montaigne, Hamlet examines the 
"little curiosities of life. The Player weeping for Hecuba, Fortinbras leading 
an army to capture a mere eggshell," and the revealing behavior of guilty 
souls at a play, are not only subjects for speculations, but Hamlet's 
occasions for self-reproach (Jenkins 138-39). In form and in fact the essay 
both delays real action and draws attention to that delay. 

d. The philosophical commentary 
Perhaps the most quotable and attractive discursive genre in Shakespeare's 
plays is the philosophical commentary. From As You Like It, Jaques's 
soliloquy ' The seven ages of man' is an elegant example. As impersonal as 
the oration, ancient as the proverb, and leisurely as the essay the philosophi
cal commentary looks back at Plato through the vision of the Italian 
Renaissance. When we spy an example of such a revered genre in 
Shakespeare's plays we are wise to inquire suspiciously into the character 
of the speaker and match his balanced phrases against their prototype. 

Jaques, the self-proclaimed philosopher who describes the seven ages of 
man, is a self-absorbed and 'melancholy fellow.' In all seven ages, man, as 
Jaques sees him, is impotent and ignorant. In Renaissance commentaries, 
man is a microcosm of the universe, and each of the seven ages of man is 
influenced by one of the seven planets (Allen 334-42). Thus the Moon 
controls _the .. nutritive and vegetative influence upon the 'infant/ Mewling 
and puking, Mercury controls the studies of "the whining school-boy," and 
Venus controls "the lover/ Sighing like furnace." 

Though peevish and powerless, Jaques's first three ages are at least 
consistent with the Renaissance paradigm. With the fourth age, however, 
he proposes a melancholy alteration. In the traditional commentary, a 
man's fourth age, middle age, is controlled by the Sun, which offers reason 
and strength. Attaining reason, a man is no longer wholly subject to chance 
planetary influence but free to seize those influences that benefit him. 
Jaques omits the Sun and reason from his list and moves directly to the 
soldier, "quick in quarrel" as Mars takes control. Where Jupiter's power 
traditionally gives prudence to the citizen in the sixth age, Jaques sees the 
self-serving "justice/ In fair round belly, with good capon lin'd.'' Where 
S::1.turn's power traditionally gives the last age a dignified, contemplative 
withdrawal from worldly concerns, Jaques produces a stick comic figure, the 
le~ and slipper'd pantaloon.'' Having omitted the fourth age from his 
cymcal catalogue, Jaques invents a pathetic seventh to fill up the tally: 

Last scene of all, 
That ends this strange eventful history, 
Is second childishness and mere oblivion, 
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Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans 
everything. (2. 7 .139-66) 

Despite its attractive neatness of illustration, the "seven age~ of man''. s?eech 
reveals itself to be but a melancholy complaint when we discover it m the 
voice of a self-proclaimed "melancholy philosopher" or place it into the genre 
of Renaissance philosophical commentary. 

In the context of the play, Jaques has the last word on the subject of man's 
"strange eventful history," but he takes no action. Instead,_ it fs men ~f 
action, too busy to hear his philosophy, who directly contradict it by their 
example, for as Jaques concludes, Orlando arrives assisting his old serv_ant, 
Adam. Though Orlando is a lover, he is at this moment too busy as a fnend 
to be "Sighing like furnace," and though Adam is old and hungry, ?e is n~t 
"sans everything," for he had friend to care for him . Though the philosophi
cal commentary is the most eloquent of Shakespeare's discursive genres, it 
is like orations, proverbs, and essays, a pathetic s~bs~itute for deed~. 
Romantic verses, whether of a high or low art, produce action m Shakespeare s 
plays, but discursive genres reveal speakers who only speak. 

3. Dramatic genres . 
When Orlando at last marries his Rosalind, the god Hymen appears m a 
wedding masque. In The Tempest, Prospero presents his daughter and her 
lover a betrothal masque. Acting as his own master of revels, Hamlet 
contrives a command performance of a play that will "catch the conscience 
of the King" (2.2.601). Drama, as Aristotle, explains in The Po~tics, is the 
imitation of an action, and in Shakespeare s plays the dramatic genres of 
masque and play produce the ceremony that confirms and reveals real 
action and gives it significance. 

a. The Masque 
Outside the fictive context of a play, a masque is a ceremony presented once 
only, in the presence of royalty, and marking a significant occasion: It is a 
state ceremony with legal implications. Members of the roy~l fam~y may 
participate in the action, their amateu: performanc~s he1ghtemng the 
pleasure and the significance of the occas10n for an audience who conflates 
the elegantly costumed performers with their honorific role~. The Elector 
Palatine, visiting the court of James I in order to marry the Kings daughter 
Elizabeth, was honored with masques (Kermode xx). The actor who plays the 
marriage god Hymen in As You Like It, whether ~e is _making his fi:st stage 
appearance now in Act 5 or whether we recogmze him as a pag~ m a new 
costume presents Rosalind undisguised to her father, Duke Semor, so that 
the Duk~ may give her hand to her chosen husband. To the ~ccompani~ent 
of "Stil music," the god speaks his presentation speech m ceremomous 
rhymes: 

Good Duke receive thy daughter, 
Hymen from heaven brought her, 

Yea brought her hither, 
That thou mightst join her hand with his 
Whose heart within his bosom is. (5.4.110-14) 
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Ros~lind forsakes her disguise as Ganymede and assumes her right role as 
a pnncess and her new role as a wife. The masque makes it all official. 

Th~ ~a~<;lue is more of art than of nature. Its stilted formality enhances the 
vens1mi11tude of the surrounding dramatic action. In The Tempest, the 
betrothal masque that Prospero produces for Miranda and Ferdinand 
re~ognizes their intended marriage officially as a princess of Milan and a 
~rmce of_Na~les. The love match has serious and happy political implica
tions. With its elaborate ceremony of singing, dances and rich costumes 
it confirms Prospero's long-planned success. He has co~trived this marriag~ 
to c~rrect the ol~ con~piracy by which his brother had usurped the throne 
of Milan by plottmg with Alonso, the guilty King of Naples. Beautiful for its 
own i:iageantry, Prospero's masque more significantly confirms a state event, 
for with the betrothal of the princess of Milan and the prince of Naples the 
political union becomes a peaceful and hallowed one. 

It is ~ls~ a didactic performance that emphasizes chastity. This state 
occas1?n 1s a_ betrothal, not a marriage. Cupid is banned, and Juno, the wife 
of Jupiter, gives her blessing. Prospero instructs these eager lovers in the 
virtues of the Golden Age. 

b. Theplay 

Just as the masque is a ceremonious representation of a legal action, for 
Shakespeare the play within a play is a revelation of psychological action. 
The performance of a play in the presence of royalty requires two stages and 
creates two dramas at once. In a court performance of Shakespeare's time, 
the royal party sat upon a separate stage within view of the audience. 
Because of !heir enormous social importance, the royal party commanded 
more attent10n than the players. When travelling players in Hamlet present 
The Murder of Gonzaga before the king and queen, not only Hamlet and 
Horatio but all in attendance can mark them well. They are expected to 
respond to the performance, for they are part of it (Kernan 110-17). Since 
t~e murderous King Claudius cannot thus hide his countenance and remain 
s~lent and ~nobserved, he interrupts the performance only moments after 
his. dramatic counterpart appears and addresses his fatal poison with 
ommous couplets: 

Thou mixture rank, of midnight weeds collected, 
With Hecate's ban thrice blasted, thrice infected, 
Thy natural magic and dire property 
On wholesome life usurps immediately. 
(Pours the poison in the sleeper's ears.) 

(3.2.251-54) 
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The Murder of Gonzaga itself is a quaint genre, a crude revenge tragedy with 
overtones of a morality play, and its stilted, jingling dialogue has not shaken 
Claudius by its style. The Play's imitation of a murderous action, however, 
though probably as stylized as the speeches, immediately prompts the king 
to rise to call for light, and to leave the hall, taking the whole party with him, 
and confirming Hamlet's suspicion of the king's guilt. It also drives Hamlet 
to take a decisive action, as his essay-like soliloquies could not do. 
Commenting on eve:ry action of the play, Hamlet is drawn into revealing 
himself as a threat to the king. His first action goes aw:ry when Hamlet kills 
the hidden Polonius instead of Claudius: "Thou wretched, rash, intruding 
fool, farewell./ I took thee for thy better" (3.4.31-32). It is, however, the 
turning point that leads to the inevitable doom of the play. 

Not all of the genres that appear in Shakespeare's plays have eloquent 
examples to represent them. The speech that precedes Claudius's self
revealing behavior, for example, has qualitie of doggerel. The play itself, 
however, moved the hesitating prince as well as the guilty king, just as 
Orlando's love poems move Rosalind, though she recognizes their want of 
poetic merit. Jaques's melancholy discursive commenta:ry on the seven ages 
of man, on the other hand, is most eloquent, yet he persuades no one to adopt 
his philosophy. The quality of the verse has less power to move than the 
genre itself. 

A perception of traditional genres in Shakespeare's plays gives a context for 
understanding the characterizations of the plays themselves. Romantic 
verse is the cause and commemoration of action. Discursive genres display 
the faults of reason. The dramatic genres of masque and play validate and 
confirm the actions themselves. 
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